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Holidays  is in Spain is fiesta.And Spain a  holiday is  
Christmas.And they like to were big dees .

In Spain they like to ride there blinked.
So you can see it is a lot of   holidays in Spain 



Location /Language/Flag
Spain flag is red and  yellow.They have a 

crane on the top it is 3 of them. 
Spain they language is Spanish .Spain it is in year up.
So you can see the flag . And language.And  location.



Land former water
They have a per  penirnsula  Spain is a peninsula .It is on 3 sisy.

The Pyrenees mountains is in the  north.

And they have marina to.   
 .



Art/Music/
They like mexan music. They like folk  art.
Some they all ways play  music a lot  to.

And they love art to.
So you can see they  love art and  music.



Games  daily life
 They like to play sports a lot  of sports. 

Like bike ridelng  to much.They love to ride they bike
they  ride let all day.They play soccer to.

 So you  can they love to play  sports .



Religion
Most people in Spain are Spanish.

There are  some Protestants music and Jesus to
And they do a lot of religion the lot of

religion the last one is dannsing .
So you see it isa lot of religion.



Food
Spain love seafood.Like crass  and Spain  
vegetable.

Spain also liked  tumadoe and buneyu .
Red beets.That is they foot.

They have meet to like low try and chat ham.
So you can see they are lot of food.



School
Spain school play  grand  you can clim on it.

But  it  is small.Are is big.
They  have desk an we have taboos to .They have5

to 6 ting in they Gerald.
They Rey unfor May to .
So you can see it is a lot of school.



Map
On the map Spain is in Europe on the map.

Spain is in 
Europe 


